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Abstract:
An analysis of economy, construction and commercial property cycle indicates that for some type of construction sector, there is evidence of general economy influence. Nonetheless, there is insufficient to conclude the significant influence of general economy on certain type of development in Malaysia. Whilst, it is easier to show such impact on office sector, it cannot be statistically proven for hotel and retail. The role of other factors such as, institutional, which has not been considered in this study may offer better explanation on the cycle of such developments.
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1.0 Introduction

It is generally accepted that the rate of construction or the supply of property is initiated by demand for it. Demand is influence by the level of user’s activities, which is link to the state of economy. Consequently, the overall process is influenced by the state of economy of that particular country. As a result, there is possibility of establishing the link between the economic growth and the construction of property. As introduced by Hirschman (1958), an industry is said to have strong forward linkages effects if it is likely to prompt the setting up of new
industries, which use its output. An expanding construction industry will prompt investment in
domestic construction material production, such as cement.

Numerous works have been undertaken in attempt to explain the business cycles. Business
cycles are fluctuations in economy activity, which shows up virtually in all measures of economic
activity, output, income, employment, retail sales, new order, etc. The diffusion (a particular
tendency to affect many sector and may measures of economic activity in the same direction) of
the business cycle throughout the economy, whether a recession or a boom, has long been
recognised and is well documented. Many work have reveals that cumulative rise and fall in the
general level of activity is very similar in most business theories, that is, nothing is constant over
the business cycle and nothing really returns to its starting place.

In addition to the above, business cycle researchers are now attempting to establish pattern in
co-movement between macro-economic time series and aggregate output changes, without
restriction imposed by economic theory. The study on construction cycle has been undertaken
based on the same premise. Construction activity is subject to the fluctuations in level of demand
and hence the output. The period between two successive peak and through in the total volume
of construction is called construction cycle. Kafandaris (1980) provides a comprehensive
review on the cyclical nature of construction activity in order to develop appropriate proposition
to aid the formulation of policy to stabilise construction activity. The study was then extended to
sub-sector of construction industry such as office and retail. Ofori (1900) observes that early
theories on construction cycles were based on the phenomenon of over-production. It is
suggested that in a period of relative prosperity, the construction industry adds sharply to the
level of aggregate demand, leading to increase in the price of the economy and subsequently,
those of building inputs. The industry quickly uses up its excess capacity and then faces difficulty
owing to the time lag between the commencement and completion of projects, and the
commitment of contractors to the existing contract.
Tsolacos (1991) regards construction commercial cycle is under-researched area especially for sub-sector like retail and hotel. The important of the commercial sector as an accelerator to the economy has call for systematic analysis of the construction cycle to stabilise the equilibrium state of the property market. Hence overbuilding could be minimised. This is important as disinvestments as a result of poor demand can severely affect the industry.

Extensive studies on construction/development cycle have been carried out in the UK and USA. The studies demonstrate empirically that different types of construction product have quite different behaviour. The emphasis on office seems to be driven by data accessibility. Works such as Gardner (1993), Grenadier (1995), Voith and Crone (1988), Wheaton (1988, 1999) and Wheaton and Rossof (1998) have clearly shown the persistence pattern of construction cycle of office. The studies demonstrate various levels of association with the overall economy, thus provide a useful insight of the construction cycle. Retail, as part of commercial property, receives less coverage than offices. This is highlighted in Wheaton (1999) that the study of retail cycle is constrained by the difficulties of defining its sub-markets. The study indicates the link do exist between retail sector and the overall general economy. For hotel industry, Wheaton (1998) observes the cyclic behaviour of the US lodging industry move closely with the US economy.

While numerous studies have been undertaken overseas, similar study is almost non-exist in Malaysia. Construction, as an important player in the national’s economy is clearly affected by the fluctuation in overall economy. The issue need to be addressed is how severe is the impact of economy cycle on the construction cycle in this country. This paper addressed the above issue and aims to link the economy and commercial construction cycle in Malaysia. It explains the cycle of economy, construction and commercial property in Malaysia from 1981 to 1999. The impact of the economy on commercial property is examined hence the relationship between them can be established.
This paper is structured into five main sections. Section 2.0 reviews related literature for this study. The methodology of the study is illustrated in detail in Section 3.0. Section 4.0 discusses the analysis and findings of the study. The conclusion and limitation of the study are presented in Section 5.0.

2.0 Literature review

The review addresses three main areas; economic/business cycle, construction and commercial construction cycle.

The prosperity of the economy is reflected in the economic growth which refers to increases over time in a country’s real output of goods and services or real output per capita which is measured by Gross Domestic Product (Zuvekes Jr, 1979). Healthy economy, thus provide better environment for development and better growth in economic sectors leads to healthier economy and vice-versa. The fluctuation in economy has attracted researchers to study the cyclic behaviour of the economy.

Gordon (1986) provides an exhaustive study of business cycles in the US. The study on the economy cycle is normally based on the objective of stabilising the equilibrium state of demand and supply of an economy sector. Cycles were considered as fluctuations around a long-term trend are normally discussed as business cycle. The studies on business cycle or commonly used to refer to the economic cycle, have widely undertaken. Nonetheless the findings was neither conclusive nor generalise as there is no two cycles which are similar, even in one country. The dynamic of business cycle is varies from one sector to another. The characteristics of business cycle as adapted by MacGregor and Hoesli (1999) is progress through the following framework;
• Business upturn and development: an upturn in the business cycle, typically at a time of low real interest rates and high capital availability. The scenario generates a rise in economic activity and strong user demand.

• Business downturn and overbuilding: Real interest rates rise in response to the boom and the business cycle turns down wards.

• Adjustment.

• Slump where the growth fall at the lowest level

• The next cycle: as soon as the slump over, the new cycle is generated. The new cycle will follow the same characteristic, however, the length of the cycle will differ from one to another.

The cyclic nature of business activity, which has been of interest to the economies since the late 19th century is extended to other economics sub-sectors. The same interest arises in the construction industry although at the rate slower than other economy sector. In some works construction cycle is refer as development cycle. MacGregor and Hoesli (1999) regard development/construction cycle as part of the general business cycle. A comprehensive review of such cyclic nature has been shown in Kafandaris (1980). The objective of such works has been to develop appropriate propositions to aid the formulation of policy to stabilise construction activity mainly through public work. This is based on the premise that the role of construction industry involves expanding productive capacity of the national economy to increase the supply, or improve the quality of the goods and services of the disposal of the citizens. The role of construction in capital formation hence plays a significant role in economic growth has been identified in United Nations Centre on Transnational Corporation (1989).

The public construction generates significant contribution to the construction industry have been highlighted in Shui Peng (1995). Nonetheless, it is important to realise that the share of private investors in commercial sector is almost as important as government. Commercial construction
is regarded as an accelerator (Ofori, 1988). Demand for commercial buildings is governed by
the acceleration principles, which state that if the demand for any consumption good increases,
the demand for the investment goods used in its production will increase at a greater rate. Even
in the same country, the effect of accelerator varies over time.

In attempt to link construction and economy, Bon (1992) explores the relationship between
construction activity and economic development. The study posed two questions; are
construction activities and economic development positively or negatively related. Over-
production has been the main factor initiated early theories on construction cycles. Excessive
supply has led to malinvestment. Bon (1989) relates construction cycles and discuss the
principle of malinvestment. He suggests that building cycles differ in term of their pattern and
intensity, as the factors underlying each cycles are different and the understanding of cycles and
the necessary strategies increase over time.

In many works, construction cycle is refer to a period between two successive peaks and
through in the total volume of construction. MacGregor (1999) proposes that the simplest
explanation of development cycles is that they are part of the general business cycle.
Construction activity is subject to fluctuations in level of demand and, hence, output. As a result,
similar fluctuations would be expected in the demand for, and in the production of property, if
there were cyclical fluctuation in output.

Demand for construction rise or fall. If the demand continues to rise, the industry will reach its
capacity. However, as the business atmosphere changes and the prospect for the economy
looks less bright, demand for construction would begin to fall. Similarly the demand for property
for occupation is derived a demand, that is, it is derived from the need to occupy property to
undertake such activities, such as the production of goods and services, for which demand
exists. There is no direct measure of this demand so it has to be measured by proxy. The usual
measures relate to output of, expenditure in, or employment in, sectors of the economy relevant to the type of property under consideration. These might, for example, be business services employment for offices, retail sales for retail and manufacturing output for industrial and tourist arrival for hospitality industry. These are all measures of economic activity and fluctuations are evident in each of them. Established works have identified a number of economic and other variables that are important in explaining the flow of new construction hence the cycle. These factors include Gross Domestic Product, Employment, Vacancy rate, Total office stock (Rosen, 1984: Hekman, 1985 and Wheaton, 1987).

Several articles in real estate literature suggest that causes real estate to react to underlying economic trends hence create cycle. These include; long term nature of real estate investment, long time lag required to deliver the product to the market, demand uncertainty, adjustment costs and unbridled optimism of developers (Gardiner, 1993 and Grenadier, 1995). Long construction lags increase the likelihood of overbuilding and help explain the persistence of development cycle whereas shorter lags lead to less volatile market. When the cyclic behaviour of some property is close to the economy, the cycle is largely due to alternating demand shock. Other types have much longer swings that bear almost no relation to broader economic cyclicality.

The most comprehensive study on development cycle in the UK is to be found in Barras (1983, 1994) and Barras and Ferguson (1985, 1987a, 1987b). Barras (1983) focuses on the office market, whilst work with Ferguson also covers housing. Basic model used to explain the cycle is central on demand both as the determinant of long run equilibrium level of development and, through business cycle, as the main source of shocks to the property market. The notion that the lag between demand and supply, combined with accelerator principles, produce an endogenous mechanism, which generates the cyclical tendencies in property development. The cycles are independent of fluctuations in demand.
The model for development start produced consists of the equilibrium path with respect to exogenous path of user activity and the deviation from the equilibrium path caused by disturbance. Thus, according Barras, with realistic values of parameters, the model produces the observed fluctuations in the UK office development activity. Fluctuations in business activity trigger and sustain development cycle: a business cycle of 4 to 5 years produces a development cycle of 8 to 10 years. The two are coincident every second business cycle and reinforce each other.

In Barras and Ferguson (1987a), the equilibrium level of new development in commercial is most closely related to the level of user activity. There is evidence of an endogenous cycle mechanism in development which operates through construction lags and which produces a major cycle of nearly nine years. There is shorter cycle around 18 quarter which is produced by exogenous demand fluctuations from the business cycle. The cycle is weakest in the commercial sector, which is dominated by its autonomous supply cycle. Development is influenced by investment activity, which may reinforce the short cycle effect. There appear to be an inverse relationship between the level of investment in property and return from alternative forms of investment. The weakest influence on the development cycles is development costs, such as construction costs and interest rates.

In recent years, a number of studies have examined the cyclic movement of the United States commercial property market. Wheaton (1987), King and McCue (1987), Voith and Crone (1988) and Grenadier (1994) all document long run movements in office vacancy, rents and construction that do not closely match the more frequent fluctuations of the U.S economy. By contrast, studies of the U.S housing market, both multi and single family, have tended to show a much closer alignment of market movements with that of the overall economy (Grebler and Burns, 1982; and DiPasquale and Wheaton, 1992, 1994).
Wheaton (1998) constructed data series on lodging industry in the USA to show that the industry has experienced two rather large building booms from 1969 to 1994. By contrast, hotel demand seems to move closely with the United States economy, at a much higher cyclic frequency.

The influence of economic cycle on property development cycle has been demonstrated in many works with mix findings. For example, Barras (1994) argues that the industrial development is more strongly influenced by the business cycle whilst Grenadier (1995), however, suggests that the industrial markets display cyclical behaviour. As a result, there has been problem in explaining the business and construction cycle. Difference between the pattern of fluctuations in development and demand is not explained. There is a relationship between demand and construction and a coincidence between cycles of demand and construction starts. The actual explanation however is more complex than this. Barras and Ferguson (1985) found that the commercial and industrial property new orders are virtually coincident with the business cycle but the construction completions lag by three to four quarters. Key et.al (1994a) reach similar findings that construction starts are coincident with the economic cycle and that construction completion lag it by one to two years. The above indicates that differences in the pattern of fluctuations in demand and development suggest that the relationship is complex.

It is clear that the above studies reveal the cyclic behaviour of different commercial sector through the adaptation of general business cycle and the adaptation of statistical approach. However, the adaptation of general business cycle to construction cycle has been undertaken with some problems. Key et. al (1994b) argue that the literature on business cycles suggests a persistent cycle, usually of three to five years, which is irregular in period and amplitude, and thus hard to predict, but which is systematic in most indicators of economic activity, although with various leads and lags. This is considered as a universal phenomenon in modern economies.
Most works model the relationship between property cycles and other explanatory factors, but less emphasise on explaining the sensitivity of such factor to the development cycle. Factor model, as suggested by Sharpe et.al (2000) has potential addressing the issue.

The above discussion shows that number of works on construction and development cycles have been undertaken in the USA and United Kingdom. Mixed findings have been proposed which mean that different location and economic scenario will exhibit different conclusion on whether the economy affect the new development or not. Will the finding applicable in Malaysia or not? This is explored in Section 4.0.

3.0 Methodology

The study aims at explaining the relationship between commercial construction cycle (output of construction in commercial property) with the cycle of economy. The methodology of the study is as follows;

a) Variable identification.

In the literature review, several works have proposed that the fluctuation in the construction commercial cycle and their relationship with other factors can be observed. Conceptualisation of the model in Section 2.0 have reveals some important issues. Economic cycle in the present study is defined as fluctuation in the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and Gross National Product (GNP), which will be subjects in the analysis. In addition to this, there are other variables which is expected to exhibit some relationship with the stock-flow are employment level (TEMP), unemployment level (UEMP), changes in service sector (SERCHG), increase in
population (POP) and variables that related to stock completion itself, such as occupancy and rental rate.

Construction commercial cycle refers to fluctuations in office, retail and hotel stock flow. Attempt to explain changes occur in the stock completed is carried out by comparing the level of flow in the sectors with related variables.

b) Data collection

Data on yearly supply for offices, retail spaces and hotel room is gathered. The period of the analysis covers 1981 – 1999 for better insight of the subject under investigation. The stage of data collection is faced with some fundamental problem. The attempt to analyse the whole Malaysia is constrained by the absence of reliable and sufficient time-series data on the required sectors. Furthermore, the market of other regional town is confined and fairly new compared to the Kuala Lumpur sector. As a result, the study is focuses on Kuala Lumpur market. The market has been long established therefore reasonable information available for the analysis. The problems encountered in the survey were due to the heterogeneity nature of property under investigation. Average price is very difficult to obtain, hence figure provided in the government has to be accepted.

Relevant information is gathered from the government publication; Annual Economic Report and Annual Property Market Report. Variables included are listed in Exhibit A.

c) Model development

A factor model is developed. The model attempts to capture the major economic forces that systematically move the construction of commercial sector. Implicit in the construction of a
factor model is the assumption that the stock flow of commercial property will be correlated—that will move together only through a common reaction to one or more factor specified in the model. Unexplained variation is assumed to be unique elements of stock-flow. Therefore, the primary goal of construction analysis is to determine factors influence stock-flow and the sensitivities of it to movements in them.

Simple regression analysis that shows relationship between GDP growth and stock flow, can be expressed as follow;

\[ C_{SF} = a + bGDP_t + e_t \]

Where: 
- \( C_{SF} \) is a stock-flow of commercial sector
- \( GDP_t \) is the rate of growth in GDP in period \( e \)
- \( b \) is the sensitivity of stock flow to the GDP growth
- \( a \) is the zero factor for GDP.

To enable multiple factors to be considered in the model, multiple regression analysis is performed.

d) Analysis

The analysis performed on the time-series information using trend analysis. Further attempt to establish the relationship through the statistical test is performed. Correlation analysis is performed to investigate the bivariate association between variables. A factor model is used to explain the sensitivity of the each sector to factors selected. Factor model attempts to capture
the major economic forces that systematically move the construction of commercial sector. The findings of the study are discussed in Section 4.0.

4.0 Empirical Findings

The empirical findings are divided into three stages.

Stage 1- Time-series observation

In order to analyse the trend of stock-flow for each sector; office, retail and hotel, a time-series of related information is constructed. The information consists of stock entered the market since 1981 until 1999. In addition to this, the movement of economic represented by the growth of GDP and the growth of construction sector is observed. The analysis of time-series data on construction output and Gross Domestic Product growth is summarised in Figure 1.0.

The figure exhibits three cyclic behaviours in overall economy. The first cycle in economy occurs between 1981-1984. The cycle is less volatile. Second cycle appears between 1985-1989. The third cycle overall economy is a long cycle, which runs from 1990 to 1997. The new cycle starts at 1998 and the length is yet unknown. During the longest cycle, the nation enjoyed economy prosperity. The growth of more than 7% annually was recorded for eight consecutive years. 1998 has seen a beginning of new cycle for Malaysia economy for which the length is yet unpredictable.

The same pattern as economy cycle is indicated by construction as the construction output, however it is more persistent compared to general economy. The short cycle of 1981 to 1984 signal the close co-movement between construction output and general economy. Nonetheless, as second cycle appears between 1985-1989, economic shrunk affects construction
significantly. The construction sector shrunk at rate higher than overall economy. The phenomenon, however improved as new cycle formed corresponding to the demand created prior economic improvement in late 1980s. The completion of stock during 2-3 years after this period witnessed 6 years cycle. The cycle is the most volatile compared to the cycles earlier. Early observation from Figure 1.0 indicates that there is a pattern of procyclicality between economy and construction activity.

![Figure 1.0 The Growth of Economy and Construction in Malaysia (1981-1999)](image)

*Source: Economic Reports/Property Market Reports*

Commercial Sector: The supply of commercial space is exhibited in Figure 2.0. Generally completed stock cycle is volatile and run for about three years and longer cycle is almost non-exist. Demand exists at high time hence lead to a completion of stock 2-3 year later. Retail sector is more volatile compared to the other sectors. Shorter cycle is more persistent in the sector. This may be due to the speculation associated with the growth potential in income stream of this sector. Hotel and office development experienced longer cycle compared to retail.
Office stock cycle and general economy: The first four years cycle of stock occurs in 1981 - 1984. Second cycle runs from 1984 to 1990 followed severed recession in mid 1980s (as economic slump for 5 years). The phenomenon exhibits some link between economy and office stock flow. However the recession symptom affected the supply of office as the stock flow cycle tend to correspond slower compared to the third economic cycle. The higher growth of office stock flow occur in the 1990 hence marked the third cycle which run for 4 years. Slower growth recorded as a result of low demand anticipation due to recession. Although. In 1993,
the growth of both are equal, as a result of development lag, office stock flow exhibits another
cyclical behaviour from 1993 to 1998 despite the general economy which is more stable.

![Figure 4.0 The City of Kuala Lumpur: The Growth of Economy and Hotel Supplies](image)

Source: Economic Reports/Property Market Reports

Figure 4.0 shows the growth in hotel stock flow and general economy in the City of Kuala Lumpur. The stock flow of hotel sector is more volatile compared to economy as a whole. The stock flow cycles run for 3-4 years and the flow was peak after 2-3 years after high demand occurrence. The high demand created by campaign and promotions such as Visit Malaysia Years. The above figure shows very little evidence that economy associated with the level of stock flow.

Retail: Figure 5.0 illustrates the cycles of retail stock flow and GDP or economic cycle. It is very difficult to visualise the relationship between them. As a result, it can be concluded that the flow of retail space is influence by other forces apart from economy. This is explained by the attractive rental level command by retail space as well as low vacancy rate especially in newly built complexes. The space is easily taken up due short lease structure practised in this country.
The above discussion shows that procyclicality that is positive relationship of macroeconomic time series in relations to commercial construction output can be seen in sector such as offices. There is an existence of counter cyclicality (negative relationship) between selected indicators in this study.

Although, there is the analysis signals the possible link between the general economy, further analysis on correlation and sensitivity between the variables and commercial construction stock flow.

Stage 2: Correlation Analysis

A correlation analysis performed to investigate the level of association between the selected indicators. A summary of correlation matrix is shown in Exhibit A.

Economy as indicated by GDP exhibits average to low level of association with supply of offices, retail and hotel (-0.330, 0.151 and 0.134 accordingly). This signals that the influence of economy on the growth of stock flow is statistically insignificant. However, it is interesting to note that the mediocre to strong associations occur between GDP and demand indicators, such
as occupancy rate and rental command. While at the same time, the growth of stock flow is significantly associated with rental and occupancy rate. This consequently explains the phenomenon that it is the demand forces influence the stock flow. Economy, however provide a framework within which the demand forces and interacted to initiate the supply of commercial construction output.

Stage 3: Sensitivity Analysis

The regression analysis runs for three sectors failed to show the significant of GDP to the cycle of commercial output in the City of Kuala Lumpur. For example, GDP explains only 32% of variation in the office stock flow. The level of variation explained hence indicates the low sensitivity of explanatory variable to the investigated matter. Other indicator shows considerable higher level of sensitivity, for example, stock flow of offices is quite sensitive to the growth of service sector (53.9%).

\[ OSS = 4837033.2 -343289.5 \times (GDPSER) \]

In all cases (office, retail and hotel), demand indicators such as rental are more sensitive to GDP whilst these forces will affect supply. Therefore the impact of economy is translated into commercial supply through two stages. The retail supply, for example is 33.5% sensitive to the rental level.

Similarly, based on the information collected it is difficult to show the association between hotel supply and economy. Nonetheless, the supply tends to be mildly associated with rental or room rate.

The sensitivity analysis performed in this study, therefore, unable to reveal the sensitivity of economy on the stock flow model as suggested in previous works reviewed in Section 2.0.
5.0 Conclusion

The cycle of stock flow for commercial sector in the City of Kuala Lumpur is more volatile compared to the overall economy. The cycle of commercial output is more persistent compared to economy growth. The economy cycle run for a longer duration compared to commercial construction output.

It can be concluded that the stock flow model for commercial sector in the City of Kuala Lumpur is less sensitive to the economy as a whole. Although there is slight indication of economy influence on development, the impact can be considered as second stage. The direct impact of economy growth is clearly seen on occupancy and rental rate of commercial space. The supply of space will follow the demand pursuit. As a result, significant association is observed between economy and demand-related variables. In case of office there is evidence of association between the growth of output and service sector. However, for retail and hotel, it is hard to observe any relationship to economy-related indicators. Hence it can be conclude that the development of retail and hotel is determined by demand side factors. In case hotel, tourism campaign and big event such as Commonwealth Games affect the growth of hotel construction output. This impact has not been considered in the development of the model.

Although the study is unable to show the sensitivity of stock flow model to the national economy it is hope that the study could be extended in the near future. It is believed that more rigorous information would yield better findings.
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**EXHIBIT A  CORRELATION ANALYSIS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable 1</th>
<th>Variable 2</th>
<th>Correlation coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Var 1</td>
<td>Var 2A</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Var 1</td>
<td>Var 2B</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Var 1</td>
<td>Var 2C</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Var 1</td>
<td>Var 2D</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Var 1</td>
<td>Var 2E</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Var 1</td>
<td>Var 2F</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Var 1</td>
<td>Var 2G</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Var 1</td>
<td>Var 2H</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Var 1</td>
<td>Var 2I</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Var 1</td>
<td>Var 2J</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: The correlation coefficients range from -1 to 1.*